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S. Make the credit agencies
actually have to treat their records
with care yes. We had to be really
careful when we told him he did.
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Oxymoron Definition. Oxymoron
is a figure of speech in which two
opposite ideas are joined to create
an effect. The common oxymoron
phrase is a combination of an.
Origin of oxymoron. Late Greek
oxym?ron; from neuter of oxym?
ros, acutely silly: see oxy- and
amp; moron The Greeks
exhaustively classified the
elements of rhetoric, or effective
speech and writing, and gave the
name oxymoron, literally "pointed
foolishness," to the.
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Oxymoron Definition. Oxymoron is a figure of speech in which two opposite ideas are joined to create an effect. The common oxymoron phrase is a
combination of an. Ballad A poem that tells a story similar to a folk tale or legend which often has a repeated refrain. Read more about ballads. Ballade Poetry
which has three stanzas. He was talking about "our Jewish Christian humanist secular culture," and I thought, what an oxymoron that is.
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